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Purpose: Osteoradionecrosis (ORN) of the mandible represents a severe, debilitating complication of radiation therapy (RT)

for head and neck cancer (HNC). At present, no normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) models for risk of ORN exist.

The aim of this study was to develop a multivariable clinical/dose-based NTCP model for the prediction of ORN any grade

(ORNI-IV) and grade IV (ORNIV) after RT (§chemotherapy) in patients with HNC.
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Methods and Materials: Included patients with HNC were treated with (chemo-)RT between 2005 and 2015. Mandible bone

radiation dose-volume parameters and clinical variables (ie, age, sex, tumor site, pre-RT dental extractions, chemotherapy his-

tory, postoperative RT, and smoking status) were considered as potential predictors. The patient cohort was randomly divided

into a training (70%) and independent test (30%) cohort. Bootstrapped forward variable selection was performed in the train-

ing cohort to select the predictors for the NTCP models. Final NTCP model(s) were validated on the holdback test subset.

Results: Of 1259 included patients with HNC, 13.7% (n = 173 patients) developed any grade ORN (ORNI-IV primary end-

point) and 5% (n = 65) ORNIV (secondary endpoint). All dose and volume parameters of the mandible bone were significantly

associated with the development of ORN in univariable models. Multivariable analyses identified D30% and pre-RT dental

extraction as independent predictors for both ORNI-IV and ORNIV best-performing NTCP models with an area under the curve

(AUC) of 0.78 (AUCvalidation = 0.75 [0.69-0.82]) and 0.81 (AUCvalidation = 0.82 [0.74-0.89]), respectively.

Conclusions: This study presented NTCP models based on mandible bone D30% and pre-RT dental extraction that predict

ORNI-IV and ORNIV (ie, needing invasive surgical intervention) after HNC RT. Our results suggest that less than 30% of the

mandible should receive a dose of 35 Gy or more for an ORNI-IV risk lower than 5%. These NTCP models can improve ORN

prevention and management by identifying patients at risk of ORN. � 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an

open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)
Introduction
Osteoradionecrosis (ORN) of the mandible is a severe, late

toxicity after chemo-radiation for head and neck cancer

(HNC) with a reported incidence between 1% to 16%.1-4

Although ORN is less prevalent relative to other radiation-

attributable HNC toxicities, ORN is often extremely debili-

tating, requires intense resource requirements for manage-

ment, and contributes to a substantial negative effect on the

quality of life.5 With the rising incidence of human papillo-

mavirus (HPV) associated subtypes of HNC,6 survival rates

have improved, as HPV-associated tumors are more sensi-

tive to radiation therapy (RT) than HPV-negative tumors

and exhibit improved tumor control.7-9 Moreover, because

patients with HPV-positive tumors are typically younger

and healthier,10 the longer life-years expectancy postradia-

tion and expected chronic compromise to bone healing for

these patients result in a higher cumulative lifetime risk for

ORN development,11 highlighting the importance of dedi-

cated strategies aimed to prevent ORN in modern practice.

ORN is characterized by nonhealing bone and mucosal

insult after radiation treatment, and the condition may pres-

ent with variable severity.2,12 Some cases of ORN may clin-

ically heal spontaneously over time (grade I), while other

presentations of ORN may require minor debridement of

the injured tissue (grade II), hyperbaric therapy (grade III),

or major invasive mandible surgery (grade IV).13 Due to

the characteristic presence of devitalized bone and reduced

blood supply, successful treatment for ORN may be chal-

lenging and unpredictable, thus the optimal management

for the condition is prevention. Normal tissue complication

probability (NTCP) prediction of ORN based on dose-vol-

ume parameters can guide RT mandibular dose constraints

in an attempt to prevent the development of ORN in

patients with HNC.14,15 NTCP may also be used to guide

alternative selections for treatment modalities with less dis-

tal beam-path toxicity, such as proton therapy.16 Further-

more, NTCP prediction may be used to identify patients at

medium-high risk of ORN to prescribe dedicated follow-up
imaging for early detection of ORN and intervention before

advanced stages.17

At present, no NTCP model has been developed for

ORN, yet previous case-control studies have identified a

significant relationship between mandibular dose and the

development of ORN.1,12,13,18,19 Many identified the man-

dible bone volume receiving 50 Gy (V50Gy) as the most

important volume parameter (VxGy); the related dose

parameters (Dx) were not investigated in these

studies.1,12,13,18,19 Moreover, pre-RT dental extractions

have also been identified as a risk factor for ORN develop-

ment.13,20 Some studies observed a significant association

between smoking status and ORN12,13,20; however, others

did not observe this correlation.1,3 Consequently, in the

absence of a formal NTCP model with clinical variables,

monolithic nonpatient-specific dose constraints are used in

general practice. Without a usable NTCP model, the con-

founding effect of clinical variables on dose-toxicity may

be obscured.

To this end, the aim of this study was to develop a multi-

variable NTCP model for the prediction of development of

any grade of ORN after RT in patients with HNC. The

model building considers both dose-volume parameters and

clinical risk factors to provide an optimized pretreatment

ORN risk assessment. Secondary study analysis aimed at

development of an NTCP model for the prediction of

advanced (grade IV) ORN.
Methods and Materials
Patients

Subsequent to institutional review board approval (RCR03-

0800), retrospective data of patient information for cases

with proven squamous cell carcinoma HNC were included

if patients received RT alone, in combination with surgery,

or with chemotherapy with curative intent between 2005

and 2015 at a single institution, MD Anderson Cancer

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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Center. These patients were part of a larger “big data RT

HNC” collection effort that is currently being constructed.

Patients with previously documented head and neck irradia-

tion, history of salivary gland cancer, and patients with a

survival or follow-up time of less than a year were excluded

from the study. Generally, the prescribed dose to primary

tumor range was 68 to 72 Gy for definitive treatment (typi-

cally, 2.12 Gy in 33 fractions 5 times per week), 60 to 66

Gy for postoperative indications (typically, 2 Gy in 30-33

fractions 5 times per week), and 57 Gy to the elective

lymph node levels (1.72 Gy in 33 fractions). Generally, a

radiation source of 6 MV, a traditional beam, and a nominal

dose rate of 600 Monitor-Units/min were used. In the study

period, for primary tumor and upper neck nodal disease, the

vast majority received a split-field technique matching a

lower anterior neck field and larynx midline block. Alterna-

tively, “whole-field” intensity modulated radiation therapy

(IMRT) was deployed when tumors were located more infe-

riorly to avoid underdosing.
Data extraction and processing

Planned dose distribution and corresponding planning com-

puted tomography (CT) were extracted from various plan-

ning systems (Pinnacle, Philips Radiation Oncology

Systems; Eclipse, Varian Medical Systems; Raystation,

RaySearch Laboratories) to standardized DICOM-RT for-

mat. The mandibular bone was subsequently auto-seg-

mented with a previously validated multiatlas-based auto-

segmentation using commercial software ADMIRE

(research version 1.1; Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden).21

Dose-volume histogram (DVH) parameters were extracted

with bulk extraction using an in-house developed software

script in MATLAB (version R2014a).
NTCP endpoints

The primary NTCP endpoint of this study was binary ORN

(ORNI-IV) development any time point after treatment in

patients with a minimum of 12 months of post-RT follow-up.

The secondary NTCP endpoint was the development of

ORNIV (ORNIV) at any time point after treatment. The ORN

grades are defined as follows13: grade I, minimal bone expo-

sure requiring conservative management; grade II, bone expo-

sure requiring and receiving minor debridement; grade III,

hyperbaric oxygen needed; grade IV, major invasive surgery

required. ORN cases and grades were identified through que-

rying radiology HNC RT CT scan reports from the radiology

information systems, together with a thorough manual inspec-

tion of the electronic health record for ORN diagnosis.
Candidate predictors

Candidate DVH parameters of the mandibular bone were

mean, minimum, and maximum dose; D2%; from D5% − in
increments of 5% − to D95%; D97%; D98%; D99%; from V5Gy

− in increments of 5 Gy − to V70Gy. The following clinical

variables were considered: age; sex (female vs male); tumor

subsite (oral cavity vs oropharynx vs hypopharynx/

unknown-primary/larynx/nasopharynx: as discrete ordinal

1, 2, 3); smoking status (current vs former/never); smoking

pack-years (continuous); postoperative RT (PORT) (defini-

tive vs PORT); dental extraction (no/edentulous vs dental

extractions); and chemotherapy (no vs chemotherapy).

Only dental extractions within 6 weeks before treatment

were considered; preradiation dental extractions are typi-

cally performed 4 to 6 weeks before RT at our institution.
Statistical modeling

The complete retrospective collected data were randomly

divided into a training set and an independent test set with a

70:30 ratio. Univariable logistic regression analysis was

performed on the training set to investigate statistically sig-

nificant DVH and clinical variables (P < .05). Multivariable

NTCP model development was performed with all candi-

date variables with step-wise forward selection with rank-

ing based on Akaike information criterion (AIC) score

while testing per variable selection “step” for significance

of P < .01 with likelihood-ratio test for nested model com-

parison. The internal validity of the variable selection was

estimated by repeating the variable selection 5000 times

with a bootstrap procedure (ie, with replacement), as sug-

gested by the transparent reporting of a multivariable pre-

diction model for individual prognosis or diagnosis

(TRIPOD) statement.22 Internal model robustness of vari-

able selection was confirmed if variables were serially

selected in the bootstrapped samples. These analyses were

performed for the primary (ORNI-IV) and secondary end-

point (ORNIV) separately on the training cohort. Final mod-

els were independently validated (ie, not changing variables

and coefficients) using the embargoed test subset. Model

performance used area under the receiver operating charac-

teristic curve (area under the curve [AUC]), Nagelkerke’s

R2, and the discrimination slope as evaluative criteria. In

addition, nested model improvement was determined with

AIC score difference (Δ), which was considered

“significant” when ΔAIC > 2, and “strong” discriminatory/

informativeness assertion can be made when ΔAIC > 5.

The R-packages Regression Modeling Strategies (version

4.3-1)23 were implemented for these purposes.
Results
Patients

Of the total 1789 patients with HNC, 1259 patients were

included in this study after screening (inclusion diagram in

Supplementary Materials). They were randomly split in a

training set of 882 patients (70%) and a validation set of



Table 1 Patient demographics for the full cohort and for training and valuation set separate

Total Training set Validation set P value

n (%) 1259 (100) 882 (70) 377 (30)

ORN grade (%) .681

Any 173 (14) 124 (14) 49 (13)

G1 22 (2) 14 (2) 8 (2) .44

G2 36 (3) 30 (3) 6 (2)

G3 50 (4) 36 (4) 14 (4)

G4 65 (5) 44 (5) 21 (6)

Mean mandible dose (SD) 37.74 (12.51) 37.45 (12.86) 38.41 (11.67) .217

Sex (%) .021

Female 215 (17) 136 (15) 79 (21)

Male 1044 (83) 746 (85) 298 (79)

Age (SD) 60.72 (10.07) 60.82 (9.89) 60.68 (10.15) .824

Tumor site (%) .375

Oral cavity 190 (15) 54 (6) 136 (36)

Oropharynx 826 (66) 249 (28) 577 (153)

Larynx 159 (13) 42 (5) 117 (31)

Hypopharynx 24 (2) 7 (1) 17 (5)

Nasopharynx 22 (2) 10 (1) 12 (3)

Unknown primary 38 (3) 15 (2) 23 (6)

T stage (%) .748

Tx 10 (1) 3 (0) 7 (2)

T0 38 (3) 15 (2) 23 (6)

T1 268 (21) 76 (9) 192 (51)

T2 416 (33) 121 (14) 295 (78)

T3 272 (22) 87 (10) 185 (49)

T4 255 (20) 75 (9) 180 (48)

N stage (%) .496

N0 248 (20) 69 (8) 179 (47)

N1 146 (12) 51 (6) 95 (25)

N2 834 (66) 247 (28) 587 (156)

N3 31 (2) 10 (1) 21 (6)

p16 HPV positive (%) .921

Positive 397 (32) 281 (32) 116 (31)

Negative 71 (6) 50 (6) 21 (6)

Unknown 791 (63) 551 (62) 240 (64)

Technique (%) .053

3D-CRT 123 (10) 88 (10) 35 (9)

IMRT 891 (71) 608 (69) 283 (75)

VMAT 224 (18) 173 (20) 51 (14)

IMPT 21 (2) 13 (1) 8 (2)

Chemotherapy (%) .965

No chemotherapy 233 (19) 164 (19) 69 (18)

Concurrent 624 (50) 436 (49) 188 (50)

Induction + concurrent 285 (23) 197 (22) 88 (23)

Induction 97 (8) 70 (8) 27 (7)

missing 20 (2) 15 (2) 5 (1)

Surgery (%) 1.000

Definitive 1043 (83) 731 (83) 312 (83)

Postoperative 216 (17) 151 (17) 65 (17)

Dental status (%) .212

No extraction 707 (56) 506 (57) 201 (53)

Edentulous 210 (17) 137 (16) 73 (19)

Dental extraction 342 (27) 239 (27) 103 (27)

Smoking status (%) .49

Current 180 (14) 121 (14) 59 (16)

Former 607 (48) 434 (49) 173 (46)

Never 472 (37) 327 (37) 145 (38)

Pack years (SD) 20.39 (28.62) 21.84 (28.89) 19.77 (28.50) .238

Abbreviations: 3D-CRT = three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy; HPV = human papilloma virus; IMPT = intensity modulated proton therapy;

IMRT = intensity modulated radiation therapy; ORN = osteoradionecrosis; SD = standard deviation; VMAT = volumetric-modulated arc therapy.

Significant difference levels comparing train and test set are given. Chi-squared test was used for categorical variables; t test for continuous variables.
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377 patients (30%). Median follow-up time for all patients

was 57 months (range, 12-174). Patient characteristics and

demographics are detailed in Table 1. Briefly, the vast

majority were patients with oropharyngeal cancer (OPC)

(66%), followed by patients with oral cavity cancer (15%)

and patients with laryngeal cancer (13%). The majority

were male (83%) treated with IMRT (71%). Demographics

were not significantly different between the training and

validation set with the exception of sex (P = .02). From the

total cohort, 13.7% (n = 173 patients) developed any grade

ORN (primary endpoint) and 5% ORNIV (secondary end-

point). Median time to development of ORN was 17 months

(range, 2-142) post-RT. The distribution of ORN grades

was as follows: grade I (12.7%), grade II (20.8%), grade III

(28.9%), and grade IV (n = 37.6%).
Table 2 Univariable results of best performing dose and volume para

Any grade ORN

Variable b OR (95% CI) AIC AUC P v

D30%* 0.09 1.10 (1.07-1.12) 627 0.76 <.
V50Gy* 0.04 1.04 (1.03-1.05) 643 0.76 <.
Tumor site -0.92 0.40 (0.28-0.56) 691 0.63 <.
Dental extraction 0.51 1.67 (1.35-2.06) 698 0.62 <.
PORT 0.52 1.68 (1.07-2.65) 716 0.54 .

Chemotherapy 0.61 1.85 (1.06-3.21) 715 0.54 .

Smoking status 0.08 1.09 (0.62-1.91) 720 0.50 .

Gender 0.60 1.83 (0.98-3.41) 716 0.53 .

Age -0.01 0.99 (0.97-1.01) 720 0.52 .

Pack years 0.00 1.00 (0.99-1.01) 720 0.50 .

Abbreviations: AIC = Aikaike Information Criterion; AUC = area under the r

ratio; ORN = osteoradionecrosis; PORT = postoperative radiation therapy.
* Best performing mandible bone dose volume histogram (DVH) variables

Supplementary Materials).b: model coefficient.
Univariable analyses

All DVH parameters were significantly associated with the

development of ORN (any grade) in univariable analyses.

The parameters ranging between D2% and D98% and V15Gy

and V70Gy were highly significant (P < .0001)

(Supplementary Materials). The D30% and V50Gy showed

the best classification performance with AUCs of 0.76

(95% confidence interval, 0.72-0.80). Notably, DVH

parameters ranging from D15% to D55%, V40Gy to V60Gy,

and mean mandible dose performed similarly (AUC, 0.74-

0.76). Figure 1 depicts the dose (Dx%) and volume (VxGy)

distinction of patients who do and do not develop ORN and

the DVH parameter significance level. For example,

Figure 1 shows that patients who did not develop ORN
meter and all clinical variables

Grade IV ORN

alue b OR (95% CI) AIC AUC P value

0001 0.11 1.12 (1.08-1.16) 306 0.80 <.0001
0001 0.05 1.05 (1.03-1.06) 307 0.82 <.0001
0001 -1.34 0.26 (0.15-0.45) 329 0.68 <.0001
0001 0.51 1.67 (1.19-2.33) 345 0.62 0.003

025 1.30 3.67 (1.96-6.88) 339 0.63 <.0001
029 0.14 1.15 (0.53-2.53) 353 0.51 .721

776 1.25 3.48 (0.83-14.55) 349 0.55 .088

059 -0.04 0.96 (0.42-2.2) 354 0.50 .926

449 -0.01 0.99 (0.96-1.02) 353 0.53 .369

699 -0.01 0.99 (0.98-1.01) 352 0.52 .251

eceiver operator characteristic curve; CI = confidence interval; OR = odds

are shown; note all candidate DVH parameters were significant (refer to



Table 3 Model parameters for any grade (I-IV) and grade IV ORN NTCP models

Grade I-IV ORN Grade IV ORN

Variables b OR P value b OR P value b OR P value

Intercept -6.85 -9.16 -12.27

D30 0.09 1.1 (1.07-1.12) <.0001 0.11 1.12 (1.07-1.16) <.0001 0.12 1.13 (1.08-1.17) <.0001
Dental extractions 0.66 1.93 (1.28-2.92) .002 0.62 1.85 (0.98-3.49) .057

Smoking status 1.51 4.54 (1.05-19.68) .043

Abbreviations: NTCP = normal tissue complication probability; OR = odds ratio; ORN = osteoradionecrosis.

b: model coefficient.
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received an average D30% of 46 § 16 Gy, whereas this was

57 § 9 Gy for those who did develop ORN. Additionally,

dental extraction (odds ratio [OR], 1.67 [1.35-2.06]; P <
.0001), PORT (OR, 1.68 [1.07-2.65]; P = .0253), and che-

motherapy (OR, 1.85 [1.06-3.21]; P = .0293) were signifi-

cantly associated with the development of ORN (Table 2).

Specifically for tumor site, compared with oral cavity (ie,

as reference), ORs were 0.58 (0.37-0.92) (P = .021) for

OPC and 0.08 (0.03-0.23) (P < .0001) for others. Both

smoking status and pack-years did not show a significant

relationship with ORN development.
Multivariable NTCP model development and
validation

AIC-ranked forward selection in the training set step-wise

identified D30% first (P < .0001) followed by pre-RT dental

extraction (likelihood-ratio test; P = .005) with a

“significant” ΔAIC of 5.96. Bootstrapped forward variable

selection in the training cohort also showed that D30% was

the most frequently selected first variable (50% of the boot-

strapped samples; note, D25% in 23%), and the clinical vari-

able dental extraction was the second variable (47%;

Supplementary Materials). The positive regression
Table 4 Performance of the NTCP models

Any grade ORN

D30

Dental extractions

Training (n = 882)

AIC 619.2

AUCtraining 0.78 (0.74-0.82)

Nagelkerke R2
training 0.20

Discrimination slope 0.12

HL test X2 (P value) 8.44 (.39)

Validation (n = 377)

AUC validation 0.75 (0.69-0.82)

Nagelkerke R2
validation 0.17

Abbreviations: AIC = Aikaike Information Criterion; AUC = area under

NTCP = normal tissue complication probability; ORN = osteoradionecrosis.

n: number of patients.
coefficients reveal that higher D30% (OR, 1.10 [1.07-1.12])

and dental extraction (OR, 1.67 [1.35-2.06]) are associated

with higher risk of developing ORN (Table 3). The model

performance was good with an AUC of 0.78 (0.74-0.82)

and R2 of 0.20 (Table 4). Validation of the performance of

the NTCP model with D30 and dental extraction tested on

the independent test set (n = 377) was also good (AUCvalida-

tion = 0.75 [0.69-0.82]; R2 = 0.17). The calibration plot

(Supplementary Materials) showed that the predicted

NTCP values were an underestimation compared with the

actual observed ORNI-IV rate in the validation cohort.

For the secondary NTCP endpoint ORNIV (ie, needing

major surgical intervention), forward selection selected the

dose variable D30%. Disregarding dose variables (V70/65Gy)

that flipped to negative coefficient in multivariable analyses

(ie, suggesting over/incorrect-fitting), smoking status was

the next most-associated variable but did not meet our pre-

specified significance level (likelihood-ratio test; P = .013),

nor did dental extraction (P = .06). Bootstrapped variable

selection selected V55Gy (32%) over D25% (20%), D30%

(18%), and D40% (14%) (Supplementary Materials),

together with the clinical variables smoking status (29%)

and/or dental extraction (21%) in multiple “runs.” In train-

ing, ORNIV model performance was nearly identical for

NTCP models with D30% or V55Gy alone or combined with
Grade IV ORN

D30 D30

Dental extractions Smoking status

304.9 302.3

0.81 (0.76-0.86) 0.81 (0.76-0.86)

0.17 0.18

0.06 0.06

10.82 (.21) 11.7 (.17)

0.82 (0.74-0.89) 0.75 (0.64-0.86)

0.20 0.14

the receiver operator characteristic curve; HL = Hosmer-Lemeshow;
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smoking status or dental extraction (AUC range, 0.80-0.82;

R2 range, 0.16-0.18). However, external validation showed

that the model with D30% and dental extraction (AUCvalida-

tion = 0.82 [0.74-0.89]; R2
validation = 0.21) performed signifi-

cantly better than the model with V55Gy and smoking status

(AUCvalidation = 0.71 [0.60-0.83]; Z-test P = .02) (refer to

Supplementary Materials for alternative models). Perfor-

mance improved with a model D30% and dental extraction

compared with the model with D30% alone; even though

this improvement is limited, for consistency with ORNI-IV,

we selected the same 2 variables in the final ORNIV NTCP

model (note: coefficients deviate). Moreover, the calibra-

tion cohort (Supplementary Materials) of the model also

showed an underestimation of the NTCP values compared

with the ORNIV observed rates, yet this was less pro-

nounced as for ORNI-IV.

Final NTCP models that were developed in the training

cohort (model coefficients in Table 3) and validated in the

unseen/embargoed test cohort are plotted in Figure 2.

Binned actual observed ORN proportions, represented by

points with error bars, correspond with the NTCP models.

The horizontal gray lines in Figure 2 indicate the 5% ORN

threshold risks.
Subcohort analyses

The final NTCP model (Table 3) performed similarly for

patients with OPC only (n = 826; AUCOPC-cohort = 0.76

[0.71-0.80]), for larynx/hypo/nasopharynx/unknown-
primary patients with cancer (ie, others; n = 243; AUCOther-

cohort = 0.76 [0.53-0.98]), and combined cohorts (ie,

OPC + other patients; n = 1069; AUCOPC + other-cohort = 0.79

[0.75-0.83]). In contrast, performance in the patients with

oral cavity cancer was poor (n = 190; AUCOral cavity = 0.59

[0.50-0.68]). A similar trend was seen for ORNIV

(AUCOPC-cohort = 0.80 [0.74-0.86], AUCOPC + other-

cohort = 0.84 [0.79-0.89], AUCOral cavity = 0.57 [0.46-0.68]),

except that in the “others cohort” no ORNIV was present.

Refer to Supplementary Materials for subanalyses test

results per tumor site and for definitive and PORT patients.
Discussion
Although ORN rates are relatively low (~5%-15%), the

consequences for patients experiencing ORN are highly dis-

abling with a substantial effect on the health care utilization

and quality of life.5 Once ORN develops, treatment is com-

plicated by the lack of regenerative bone and tissue cells

needed for healing and repair. Advanced stage ORN

requires extensive surgery associated with significant peri-

operative morbidity.24 Given the potential severity of ORN

and limitations in treatment once ORN has developed,

improved pretreatment risk assessment tools aimed at iden-

tifying high-risk patients and guiding strategies for preven-

tion and early intervention of ORN represent an important

unmet need.
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Due to the low relative prevalence of ORN among HNC

survivors, a large data set is needed to design a robust

NTCP model, which is particularly challenging in this case

as large-scale radiation dose plans with matching late toxic-

ity scores for each patient are rarely readily available. Pre-

vious studies assessing radiation dose to the mandible and

development of ORN have, at best, 200 to 600

patients.1,12,13,18,19 In response to the unmet need for pre-

diction models for the development of ORN and ORN

severity validated across data from a sufficient patient

cohort, this study developed NTCP models for the predic-

tion of ORN of any grade and grade IV in a large cohort of

1259 patients with HNC treated with definitive or postoper-

ative (chemo-) RT.

The association between ORN development and mandi-

ble radiation dose was clearly observed with the univariable

significance of all DVH parameters (Fig. 1). The final

NTCP models were based on D30% and pretreatment dental

extraction. This NTCP model had good performance in

both the training and validation cohort for ORNI-IV (AUC-

train/validation = 0.78/0.75) and ORNIV (AUCtrain/valida-

tion = 0.81/0.82). These models are clinically useful tools to

determine appropriate dose constraints for the mandibular

bone when feasible (ie, when tumor coverage is not com-

promised).16 Additionally, the models identify patients at

high risk for ORN development who may benefit from

more intensive clinical surveillance programs with dedi-

cated imaging follow-up25 and/or earlier intervention,

whether conservative or surgical, to prevent ORN progres-

sion.

Our results demonstrate that mandible dose constraints

can be distilled from these NTCP models to optimize

patients’ IMRT plans. For example, our models suggest

that mandibular D30% of patients without pretreatment den-

tal extraction should be kept below 42 Gy to achieve <5%
risk of ORN development, while a D30%<35 Gy is required

for patients with dental extractions to achieve the same

level of risk (Fig. 2). Alternatively, for a more conservative

risk threshold of 1%, D30% should be <25 Gy (without den-

tal extractions) and <17 Gy (with dental extractions). With

respect to ORNIV only, maintaining D30%<56 Gy without

pre-RT dental extractions or D30%<50 Gy with pre-RT den-

tal extractions may be sufficient to achieve <5% risk of

ORNIV development.

Our findings of significant association between ORN and

several DVH parameters as well as with predental status

match the results of several recent

publications.1,12,13,18,19,26 For instance, a recent publication

from a Danish group showed that several DVH parameters

in the intermediate- and high-dose range including Dmean

were associated with ORN in a cohort of patients with HNC

with 56 ORN cases and 112 controls.26 Another study from

the Princess Margaret Cancer Centre reported that V50 and

V60 were significantly higher in 71 patients with ORN com-

pared with 142 patients with no ORN.12 In addition, another

group previously reported that maximum radiation dose to

the mandible as a single dose constraint was a poor
correlate of ORN in patients with OPC, and mandibular vol-

umes receiving 44 Gy (V44Gy) and 58 Gy (V58Gy) were

comparatively more discriminatory of patients with ORN

versus non-ORN patients.1 However, these studies were

case-control studies, based on a limited number of patients

and did not design a multivariable NTCP model.

Our multivariable NTCP models showed that a combina-

tion of mandibular dosimetric parameters (D30%) with the

pre-RT dental extraction status achieved the best perform-

ing model for ORN risk prediction. A study by the Memo-

rial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center group showed that, in

addition to mandibular radiation doses, the presence of

mild-severe periodontal bone loss was associated with

increased ORN risk. However, in this study, pre-RT radio-

graphs were only available for 18 patients with ORN who

were matched with 36 controls.3 In concurrence with our

study results, several recent studies have demonstrated that

pre-RT dental extractions are a significant risk factor for

ORN development.12,20,27-29

Whether pre-RT dental extraction is a direct incipient

insult preceding ORN development or merely a surrogate

for poor dentition remains unclear. Although all patients

receive pretherapy dental oncology assessment, we do not

routinely deploy asymptomatic dental surveillance postther-

apy, referring these cases to their community dentists. Con-

sequently, our data set lacked significant prospective

postradiation dental assessment variables, surveillance of

radiation caries, and posttherapy dental extractions that

may have been completed outside our facility. Conse-

quently, there remains a significant need to undertake pro-

spective assessment of orodental health with developed

instruments (eg, formal sialometry, radiation caries moni-

toring with DMFS160 (grading system for post-radiation

caries),30 and patient-reported outcomes) to determine

whether the observed association of ORN with pretherapy

dental extractions can be related to 1 or more mechanisms.

In particular, we plan to expand the current research to

investigate the relationship between the location of the pre-

therapy dental extraction and posttherapy ORN with dental

reports and pre-/posttherapy CT and magnetic resonance

images.

In contrast to previous studies,12,13,20 smoking status was

not found to be significantly associated with all grades of

ORNI-IV in the current study, but smoking status was fre-

quently identified on variable selection with higher ORN

grade (ie, grade IV). Notably, our validation showed

reduced performance of models with smoking status

included compared with that in the training cohort (in con-

trast to the model with dental extraction). Other groups

have shown similar ambiguity as to the role of tobacco in

development of ORN, with other publications also showing

no association between smoking status and ORN.1,3 These

contradictory findings may be due to intercohort variables

inherent in different studies’ populations. A second possible

explanation is that smoking continuation during and after

treatment may be of more influence for the development of

ORN compared with patients who elect to stop smoking
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before treatment as in our data set, which had limited active

smokers. More research is needed to investigate the discor-

dance between our findings and other group reports.12,13,20

Subanalyses showed that the NTCP model performance

was poor when tested in the patients with oral cavity cancer

only (AUCOral-cavity = 0.59), especially relative to the per-

formance in the patients with nonoral cavity cancer

(AUCOPC + Other-cohort = 0.79). For the patients with oral

cavity cancer, both the mandible dose (Dmean = 46.5 § 6.5

Gy) and ORN prevalence (23%) were higher compared

with the rest of the cohort (36.2 § 12.7 Gy; prevalence,

12%). Although a relatively small sample size of patients

with oral cavity cancer (n = 190) could explain the limited

significance of the dose variables (ie, only D30%, D35%, and

D40%), the poor performance of the NTCP models suggests

that there is an effect in these patients not captured in the

present data set. One consideration is that patients with oral

cavity cancer typically received PORT (89%), whereas

patients with other tumor sites were generally treated with

primary RT (94%). Across tumor locations, NTCP model

performance was better in patients treated with definitive

RT (AUC = 0.78) than those in the PORT group

(AUC = 0.65) (Supplementary Materials). Although PORT

was significant in univariable analysis, it did not perform

well in the multivariable analyses. Further research with

specific focus on the role of pre-RT surgical intervention

and/or other oral cavity-specific factors is needed to better

explain ORN development in patients with oral cavity can-

cer. Additionally, although patients with oral cavity cancer

generally receive radiation to greater volumes of the mandi-

ble, the gradients across the mandible were more homoge-

nous. The current NTCP approach treats DVH dose-volume

“bins” as discrete independent constructs, which may

obfuscate discriminatory signal in organs with more

homogenous cohort dose distributions and suggests further

investigation with alternative normal tissue injury

approaches are warranted. Previous studies have proposed

and approach to investigate a spatial dose-toxicity associa-

tion by warping the dose distribution with deformable regis-

tration techniques of the patients to a reference CT

scan.31,32 This may allow for voxel-based identification of

ORN significantly associated mandible areas, which are

projected on the reference patient.

Although the validation NTCP model performance

measures were good, the calibration plots in the validation

cohort suggested that the predicted NTCP values were

underestimated, that is, the model coefficients should have

been larger. Additional external validation is needed to

improve the estimation of the model coefficient according

to the closed-testing procedure.33

Though this study is based on an extensive retrospective

cohort of patients with HNC treated between 2005 and

2015 at MD Anderson Cancer Center, limitations include

that this sample represents a fraction of all patients in the

study time frame, an estimated 25%. Nevertheless, we are

convinced that the included patient cohort is likely a fair

representation of our institutional HNC population. In
addition, other variables that are not included in this study

may be related to ORN development and potentially

improve the NTCP models. For instance, posttreatment

alcohol use was associated with development of ORN in

the study by Owosho et al3; nevertheless, alcohol use his-

tory had no relation with ORN in other studies.1,20 Alcohol

use may also act as a surrogate variable for general oral

health, and the same can be reasoned for social-economic

status, insurance status, ethnicity, and smoking status. More

extensive research is needed to identify the role of general

oral health in the development of ORN. Moreover, we con-

sidered ORN development as a binary variable, leading (as

in most NTCP studies) to potential limitations with regard

to right-censored event prediction. For simplicity, we used

conventional NTCP model approaches, but efforts for

dynamic time-incorporating risk models (eg, partially

observed Markov decision processes) are ongoing.

Despite these limitations, to our knowledge, this study

represents the largest extant ORN survey of dose-response

data and the first published ORN NTCP model. To ensure

findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable (FAIR)

data34 and allow external validation, an anonymized version

of the data set, including DVH and clinical variables with

ORN grades, has been deposited at doi:https://doi.org/

10.6084/m9.figshare.13568207. Our hope is that this can

afford others the opportunity to validate our approach, gen-

erate institutional-specific models, and engender further

cross-platform research for ORN toxicity modeling and

multi-institutional dose constraints.
Conclusions
The developed NTCP models performed well in predict-

ing ORNI-IV (primary NTCP endpoint) and ORNIV (sec-

ondary NTCP endpoint) in both the patient with HNC

training and independent test cohorts. NTCP models

were based on mandible bone D30% and pretreatment

dental extraction. Our results show a distinct association

between planned mandible bone radiation dose and

ORN development and suggest that less than 30% of the

mandible should receive a dose of 35 Gy or more for an

ORNI-IV risk lower than 5%. These NTCP models may

be used to improve prevention of ORN as well as guide

ORN surveillance/management strategies by identifying

and stratifying patients at risk of ORN.
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